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Abstract

Heban-Feynman forces on atoms surrounding the gallium site in a PWIGa

superceil are caltited with the W-potentied LMTO method in the local

density appr~ation. Th- forces rue ~ by adjusting atomic posi-

tions using an iterative Broyden scheme. At equilibrium the nearmt-neighbor

she~ of plutonium atoms rek= inward by 1.04% of the initial theoretical

bond length (2.86 ~). A similar calculation on a PU32 superceU shows no

rel-tion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The J (nornindyfcc) phase of plutonium isstablefrom320°C to 463°C. Addition of

small amounts (the SOIVUSlines are not precisely known) of gallium stabilizes the 6 ph~e to

room temperature - at le~t the phase is kinetically stable.

No fundamental description of the 6 phase yet exists. Soderlind et a~ demonstrate the

suitability of the application of the local density approximation (LDA) and the related

general gradient approximation (GGA) to the ground state of Pu. Due to the high density

of states at the Fermi energy of the itinerant f states the ground state of Pu is determined

by the band filling and the tendency to split the band via a PeierkJahn-Teller distortion.

They obtain excellent agreement for the density of the low-temperature, monoclinic a phase

by treating the / states as itinerant. This approach leads to large errors in the densi~

calculation (approximately 30Yo)for 6-Pu4’5 as well as in the PU3X compounds for the 6

stabilizers X = Al, Ga, In, or T15. Additionally, the LDA predicts that the PU3Xcompounds

are metastable in calculations treating ~ states as itinerant.

X-ray absorption fine-structure spectroscopy (EXAFS) determines the local environment

around specific sites whereas x-ray difiaction yields only average properties. Cox et ail

performed EXAFS measurements on 3.3 at. YoGa alloy. They report that the plutonium

atoms in the nearest-neighbor shells surrounding gallium atoms rel~ inward by 3.7 % of

the ideal bond length, 4.61 ~. Faure et a~ performed EXAFS analyses on alloys ranging

from 3.43 at. % Ga to 10.43 at. %. For the 3.43 at. % alloy they find an inward relaxation

of 3.5 Yo. The also show a minimum in the relaxation (with respect to concentration of

gallium) of 1.6% of the average bond length at a concentration of 7 at. %.

In this study the question as to whether the LDA can reflect the modification of the

transition temperature of d Pu from 320°C to near room temperature by small additions of

Ga is explored by first-principles calculation of the electronic structure and atomic forces in

an ordered 3.125 at. % Ga alloy. The structural disorder around the Ga sites modifies the

electronic structure, and this change is examined for implications on the structural stability
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of the alloy.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

The minimum energy volume of a fee-based 32 atom supercell (Pu31Ga with the Ga atom

in the center) is determined with the full-potential LMTO methode>7 in the local density

approximation [LDA] with the von Barth-Healing density functional. The calculations are

all-electron and scalar relativistic. To keep the force calculation to a reasonable size spin-

orbit interaction is excluded.

The basis sets include the 6s, 6p, 7s, 7p, 6d and 5/ partial waves for Pu the 3d, 4s, and

4p for Ga. Two sets of energy parameters are used for the calculation of the basis within the

muffin tin, the lower energy being appropriate for semi-core stat= and the higher for valence

levels. The orbitals are detied within a single energy panel to allow hybridization, i.e., m-

trix elements connecting basis functions associated with different sets of energy parameters

are included in the Harniltonian and overlap matrix elements.

The sampling over the irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone is performed with the

special k-point methods. 10 points per atom in the irreducible wedge of the zone - corre-

sponding to 216 points per atom, or 6912 points in the fufi Brillouin zone - are used. The

convergence is accelerated by -ciating each eigenvalue with a small Gaussian function of

width 10 mRy.

In the 32 atom superceil (see Fig. 1) only the nearest- and third-nearest neighbors are

allowed to m-under the constraint of cubic symmetry. The nearmt neighbors move along

the diagon~ (011) of the {200} planes, and the third nearest neighbors move along the cell-

face diagonals ((110) of the {100} planes). The Pu atoms in the 2nd shell surrounding Ga

are halfway between Ga atoms in adjacent supercells and are

The forces on the Pu atoms in the nearest-neighbor and

surrounding the Ga atom are calculated for a self-consistent

therefore fixed by symmetry.

third nearest-neighbor shells

potential. These forces, con-

strained to reflect the crystal symmetry, are parallel to the aforementioned degrees of free-
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dom. The positions of those atoms are then adjusted to lower the forces by a modified

Broyden technique. The force calculation is repeated With subsequent corrections to the

lattice configuration until the projected corrections are less than .001% of the initial bond

length. This corresponded to magnitudes of the forces oflessthanl x 10-13 Newtons. For

this study 6iterations were required to find the “relaxed” configuration.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A PU32supercell with the same Iattice as Fig. 1 is examined for locai distortions. The

space group is lowered to orthorhombic to allow more complicated d~tortion modes. The

calculated forces on all of the atoms are less than 1 x10-s Ry/a.u.

The Pu31Ga supercell minimum energy lattice parameter is 8.096 ~. For the initid..-

perfect fcc - lattice, the forces on the atoms in the nearest tid third nearat neighbor shelIs

are -.0055 Ry/a.u. and .004 Ry/a.u. respectively (1 Ry/a.u. = 4.119 x 10-8 Newtons). The

negative sign on the nearest-neighbor force indicates a force with a sense acting toward the

gallium atom at the center, and the positive sign on the third nearest neighbor force means

a force pushing the atom away from the face center – and further from the gallium atom.

In the final configuration the Pu atoms in the nearest-neighbor shell have contracted

inward by 1.0414 YOof the initial Pu-Ga bond length; 2.86251 ~. The third-nearest neighbor

shell has relaxed away from the gallium site by 0.474 Yoof the original d~tance of 4.958 ~.

The shell surrounding 5th neighbor contracts isotropically by 1.416

The decrease in total energy from the initial to final configuration is 0.0283 mRy/atom.

The formation energy of the alloy is + 0.295 Ry/atom. As in the case of the PU3Xcompounds

the LDA calculations indicate the “Ga-stabilized” alloys are actually metastable at low

temperature. As noted by Adler10 consideration of thermodynamic measurements in the

Pu-rich alloys implies a low-temperature decomposition of the 6 phase into a + PU3X.

Measurements of the average Pu-Ga bond length in alloys and LDA calculations of the

atomic volume suggest that the main modification of the electronic structure due to a Ga



impurity is realized with, at most, the addition of 3.3 at~o Ga. This is supported by analysis

of the bands md densities of states of the compounds and elements. Fig. 2 shows the

densities of states projected onto Pu and Ga sites for Pu3Ga, 6 Pu, fcc Ga, and PualGa.

The hybridization of Ga 4p states with Pu 6d is apparent in Pu31Ga even in the 5th neighbor

shells surrounding the Ga atoms. The effect upon the 5f states is less pronounced in the

5th neighbors where the f-projected DOS is much more like that of pure J Pu, than in those

of the nearest neighbor Pu sites where the impurity induced spectra resemble those of the

Pu3Ga compound. The projected spectra associated with the other 3 crystallographic sites

in the supercell show less pronounced trends.

The discrepancy between the measured and calculated relaxed bond lengths may orig-

inate in the treatment of the Pu 5/ electrons. Perhaps the magnitude of the relaxation is

limited primarily by the much lower unit cell volume in the LDA model, or perhaps the ovez

bonding inherent in the LDA restricts the relaxation as we~. The very question of the “vol-

ume problem” in J-Pu has been explored with ad hoc studies. For example, Eriksson et dll

and P4nicaud12 use constrained Hamiltonians to localize some ~ statee resulting in volumes

that are very close to the measured values. Mbt-Reymond and Fournier13 hypothesize a

Mott-like transition between a- and 6-Pu to a Kondo compensated ground state for 6-Pu.

These c~culations all support the long-held notion that a rigorous, predictive theory for the

partial localization of ~-states is required in order to capture fully the enigmatic properties

of Pu.
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FIGURES

FIG. 1. PwIGa supercell. Gallium atom is denoted by filled circle. Typical near=t-neighbor

plutonium at- is labeled 1. Third-nearest neighbor is labeled 3. Arrows show relaxation modes.

FIG. 2. Projected densitiee of statm in 6-Pu, fcc Ga, and in the Pu31Ga supercell. The graphs

on the left show the 5~-projected DOS, and the 6d, 4p projected DOS are on the left. All spectra

Ry.
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